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LOGO DESIGN - ULTRA CREATIVE GAMES 

For a company that I worked for that make educational games for kids. Myself and 
another artist worked to develop the website and branding for the company. 



LOGO PROJECTS - ULTRA CREATIVE GAMES

For a company that I worked for that make educational games for kids. Myself and 
another artist worked to develop the website and branding for the company. 



LOGO PROJECTS - ULTRA CREATIVE GAMES

For a company that I worked for that make educational games for kids. Myself and 
another artist worked to develop the website and branding for the company. 



WEBSITE DESIGN 
FLAREWOLF GAMES

Worked with CEO to create 
website based on existing logo 
design. Used selected color 
scheme and fonts to create a 
clean, modern design that would 
still draw attention to bold colors. 
Kept emphasis on wolf and 
nature imagery from original logo 
to identify more with the 
wilderness of British Columbia. 



SOCIAL MEDIA BRANDING - FLAREWOLF GAMES

Designed graphics for company’s social media branding. Worked closely with Social Media 
Manager and CEO to maintain aesthetic and gain more than 400 followers in a month.



UI DESIGN - PENGUIN PARTY 
(ULTRA CREATIVE GAMES) 

For a company that I worked for that make educational 
games for kids on mobile. Since the games were similar 
and meant to be remembered by kids, my team and I 
designed a unified interface so that children who may 
not have control biases could learn how to interact with 
with the UI once and use that knowledge to interact with 
our other games. 



UI DESIGN - SQUEAKY CLEANER
(ULTRA CREATIVE GAMES) 

This game used the same layouts and buttons as our 
other games to enforce young player memories of 
the UI. We tuned it to match with the aesthetic of 
the game and edited the layout to be viewed 
vertically on mobile. 



LOGO DESIGN CONTRACT - SHUNIYA 

Watercolor logo for a wellness and breathwork center. Needed to 
represent and align with client’s methodologies for their work. 



LOGO DESIGN - DOCTOR’S LOGO

Design was influenced by harmony, health and needed 
to have bright colors for main logo. 


